1. 2017 Advisory Committee Excellence in Service Awards Board
   a. Percy Ballot, Northern Seward Peninsula
   b. Ray Collins, McGrath
   c. Raymond Stoney, Lower Kobuk
   d. David Osterback, Sand Point
   e. Virgil Umphenour, Fairbanks

2. Continuation of the Crab Observer Oversight Task Force – RC33 Board

3. Findings on Prince William Sound Tanner crab commissioner permit for observer coverage – RC51 Boards

4. Emergency Petition
   a. ADF&G’s Southeast gillnet Chinook – RC19 ADF&G/ Board

5. House Bill 87 – Conflict of Interest BOG/BOF – RC30 Board

6. Request for Enumeration on the Kasilof River – RC42 Board

7. Bering Sea Tanner Crab Harvest Strategy Planning – RC35 Board